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ABSTRACT

Transcription factor (TF) binding site (TFBS) models
are crucial for computational reconstruction of tran-
scription regulatory networks. In existing repositories,
a TF often has several models (also called binding
profiles or motifs), obtained from different experimen-
tal data. Having a single TFBS model for a TF is more
pragmatic for practical applications. We show that
integration of TFBS data from various types of experi-
ments into a single model typically results in the
improved model quality probably due to partial cor-
rection of source specific technique bias.

We present the Homo sapiens comprehensive
model collection (HOCOMOCO, http://autosome.ru/
HOCOMOCO/, http://cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/hocomoco/)
containing carefully hand-curated TFBS models con-
structed by integration of binding sequences
obtained by both low- and high-throughput
methods. To construct position weight matrices to
represent these TFBS models, we used ChIPMunk
software in four computational modes, including
newly developed periodic positional prior mode
associated with DNA helix pitch. We selected only
one TFBS model per TF, unless there was a clear
experimental evidence for two rather distinct TFBS
models. We assigned a quality rating to each
model. HOCOMOCO contains 426 systematically
curated TFBS models for 401 human TFs, where
172 models are based on more than one data source.

INTRODUCTION

Regulatory proteins called transcription factors (TFs)
bind to DNA sites with specific nucleotide sequences.
Many models have been suggested to represent a set of
TF binding sites (TFBSs) to which a TF binds (1). The
most commonly used model is a position weight matrix
(PWM) (2) constructed from a gapless multiple local align-
ment of TFBSs. The TFBS models are widely used to
study transcription regulation in silico. The applications
for TFBS models include, for example searching for
binding sites and their specific arrangements (3) in
putative regulatory sequences, prediction of cis-regulatory
modules (4) and detection of possible regulatory role for
mutations and genetic variations (5).
Protein binding DNA segments are identified by diverse

experimental approaches (6,7), each of which may have a
preference for DNA binding segments with specific
properties. Typically, these approaches require an add-
itional post-processing involving a TFBS model construc-
tion to identify TFBSs more precisely. Different TFs draw
different level of attention from experimentalists. Widely
used TFBS model collections such as JASPAR (8) and
TRANSFAC (9) contain models constructed from
hundreds of TFBSs obtained by high-throughput tech-
niques, as well as models constructed from a small
number of TFBSs obtained by pre-genomic low-
throughput methods. Moreover, for a particular TF,
TRANSFAC may contain several models usually derived
from data coming from separate experiments, which
raises a question which model is the correct one, particu-
larly as they often produce differing predictions.
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Models constructed from data obtained with various
experimental techniques have different shortcomings.
A PWM constructed from a handful of TFBSs obtained
by a low-throughput method has less reliable frequencies
for non-consensus nucleotides. On the other hand, popular
high-throughput methods based on chromatin immunopre-
cipitation (ChIP) often yield rather long TF bound DNA
regions that may contain additional TFBSs for TFs other
than the TF under study. When performed in vivo, ChIP
also does not allow one to distinguish between direct and
indirect binding (10). Therefore, integration of data from
both conventional and genome-wide methods may result in
a model that would be more reliable than any of the models
obtained from single experimental data source.
In most cases, a single ChIP-Seq experiment contains

enough information to produce a TFBS binding model.
Yet, binding sites found in a particular in vivo experiment
provide a condition-specific subset of all putative binding
sites. Moreover, it is a common practice to increase spe-
cificity by performing motif discovery at a small subset of
top binding regions from ChIP-seq data, with weaker
bound loci excluded from the analysis, which may
further increase the condition-specific bias. A recently
forming trend in developing of motif discovery algorithms
is to construct complex models (11) assuming a TF can
recognize subtypes of binding sites possibly functional in
different conditions. Yet, we believe that a generalized
TFBS model is still practical for the study of transcription
regulation under previously unexplored conditions.
Moreover, such models are important as a baseline for
comparison of complex models including those accounting
for motif subtypes. This is especially important because
the increase in model complexity obviously requires
more model parameters, which brings about risk of
overfitting and complicates estimation of the parameters.
Simply speaking, a complex model may entirely miss a
binding-site subtype underrepresented in the
condition-specific experimental data. Still, such a
subtype might be utilized with a simpler model. Another
problem of high-throughput data analysis rises from the
fact that it normally provides a rather wide binding
region, which as a consequence requires considering
natural genomic arrangements of binding sites. TFBSs
are often located in a complex context of homotypic
TFBS clusters (12) or composite elements (9). This
makes it particularly difficult to correctly estimate the
optimal length of the TFBS model solely based on the
high-throughput data compared with the cases when, for
example SELEX, in vitro data are used.
The objective of this study is to create a unified and

highly non-redundant database of TFBS models, so that
each TF is associated with the minimal number of models,
while all models are made to have a reliable TFBS recog-
nition quality. In our opinion, such database should be
useful in studies of transcription regulation, transcription
regulation networks and systems biology applications,
where it is of paramount importance to have correct
association of a TF to genes it controls. To this end we
are integrating binding regions obtained by different
experimental methods for a particular TF, which are
deposited in different data sources. Contrary to the

practice used in compilation of TRANSFAC, we do not
integrate experimental data obtained for different TFs
that belong to the same TF family.

To create a TFBS model, we used ChIPMunk (13)
software for realignment of all binding sequences available
for each particular TF. The effectiveness of ChIPMunk
has already been confirmed in several independent
studies (11,14,15). To improve the quality of the align-
ment, ChIPMunk allows incorporating a priori informa-
tion (referred to as ‘a prior’ in what follows). Please note
that our approach is not probabilistic and this is not ‘a
prior’ in the probabilistic sense. Prior information can
include an existing binding site positional preference
data such as ChIP-Seq base coverage, that is ChIP-Seq
‘peak shape’ (ChIPMunk terminology: ‘sequence pos-
itional prior’) or a model positional prior (ChIPMunk
terminology: ‘motif shape prior’) associated with DNA
helix pitch. It is notable, that recently a resource providing
TFBS models for multiple ChIP-Seq datasets (http://
compbio.mit.edu/encode-motifs/) appeared as a spin-off
from the ENCODE project (16). Still the analysis was
based on traditional motif discovery tools not taking
into account specific features of ChIP-Seq data.

Finally, we maintain transparent TF-to-model assign-
ments by having IDs of all resulting models associated
with UniProt IDs (17). We emphasize that Homo sapiens
comprehensive model collection (HOCOMOCO) is a com-
prehensive and carefully hand-curated collection of TFBS
models with reduced redundancy of model associations to
individual TFs. HOCOMOCO contains twice as many
TFBS models for human TFs as JASPAR (according to
the JASPAR’s public release in 2010), and in average, our
models perform better than those from both JASPAR and
TRANSFAC in terms of TFBS recognition accuracy (see
the Results and Supplementary Material). All our TFBS
models, even those constructed from binding sites available
from a single data source such as TRANSFAC, are differ-
ent from existing PWMs (see Supplementary Section 4). We
believe that HOCOMOCO complements the existing TFBS
model collections such as TRANSFAC and JASPAR and
introduces a new promising strategy of TFBS model gen-
eration. For TFBS predictions in DNA sequences, we
provide predefined PWM score thresholds corresponding
to a probability of finding a TFBS among all possible
words of a given length. This allows one to have statistically
comparable TFBS predictions for various TFBS models in
a selected DNA region, which is very convenient for prac-
tical purposes. We plan to maintain HOCOMOCO by
incorporating additional data as it becomes available and
providing an updated set of models with the corresponding
annotation. In doing so, our strategy of integrating various
experimental data sources allows us to easily incorporate
newly available experimental data to update the models or
to generate new ones.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Workflow overview

We started by collecting all available TF binding regions
and linking them to the corresponding UniProt IDs.
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In this way, we have identified 474 TFs with more than
4 available binding regions.

We have shown previously (18) that careful integration
of data obtained by different experimental techniques
helps to construct more robust TFBS models. We also
have shown that the shape of the ChIP-Seq peaks can
be effectively used to guide motif discovery (13). In
HOCOMOCO, we amended these approaches by taking
into account possible model positional priors associated
with DNA helix pitch and, when available, the binding site
positional preferences.

Sequences of DNA regions binding the same TF and
obtained from different independent sources were
submitted to ChIPMunk software. For each TF,
ChIPMunk was run four times in different computational
modes. The four resulting TFBS models were then
manually curated to select (what we considered) the best
model (or models) for each TF. This was guided by con-
sidering known binding preferences listed in UniProt,
known TFBS models and models reported for TFs from
the same protein family. The overall workflow is presented
in Supplementary Section 1. The human curation
procedure and criteria are described in specific section
later in the text.

DNA protein binding data sources

The initial data on TF binding DNA regions was collected
from the following sources: human ENCODE Yale/
HudsonAlpha ChIP-Seq (16) presented in the UCSC
Genome Browser (19), multiplexed parallel SELEX (20),
TRANSFAC 2011.2 SITE table (data for vertebrates) (9)
and JASPAR CORE vertebrate (8). In addition,
text-mining results based on similar procedure as used in
(21,22) and a few manually curated datasets for TFs of
particular interest (see Supplementary Section 1 for
details) were also utilized as sources.

The procedure of constructing a TFBS model from
several data sources implies assigning weights to the se-
quences from each particular data source before integra-
tion. Each type of TF binding data underwent specific
pre-processing to select reasonable subset of bound
sequences and to weight sequences based on their reliabil-
ity (e.g. for ChIP-Seq data, the sequence weight was
assigned as the peak height). Also sequence positional
priors were generated for several datasets, for example
using ChIP-Seq base coverage data for Yale ChIP-Seq
or according to the graded binding site positions, as
given in site annotations of TRANSFAC and JASPAR
when available. More details are given in the
Supplementary Section 1. To facilitate automatic process-
ing for each TF, all TRANSFAC binding sites available
for the particular TF were merged into one dataset. More
details on data pre-processing and weighting are given in
Supplementary Section 1. Basic statistics for each data
source are given in Table 1. Detailed information is
given in Supplementary Section 3.

Assigning weights to data sources

For TFs with several independent sources of DNA
binding data, the following empirical procedure was

used to integrate data for TFBS model generation
similar to that used for motif discovery in (18). Let there
be k data sources with Nk binding sites in each, making N
binding sequences in total. Each dataset receives the
weight of Wk, where Wk=C log (Nk+1), and C is
selected in a way that Sum(Wk)=N. For each kth
dataset, the weight Wk is then proportionally distributed
between sequences according to their sequence weights so
the sum of sequence weights in the kth dataset equals to
Wk. The correct weighting of initial data is very import-
ant. Even for sequence analysis of huge sets from
ChIP-Seq data, different motif discovery tools produce
similar but not the same TFBS models from the same
data (see, e.g. comparison from completeMOTIFs
pipeline, http://cmotifs.tchlab.org/help.html). For huge
sequence sets and well-defined TFBS models, the effects
of weighting schema variation can be comparable with
those produced by usage of different motif discovery
methods. Our weighting schema is selected heuristically
in a way that small datasets (like SELEX or footprints)
play a supporting role in identification of similar TFBS
models in large datasets (ChIP-Seq) but do not substan-
tially influence the final motifs. If a too large weight is
assigned to a small source dataset, then the resulting
TFBS model depends heavily on the removal of a single
TFBS from this small dataset that appears undesirable.
Still, if a small sequence set is the only one available,
then these heuristics can produce artifact TFBS models.
We hope that human curation helps to overcome this
issue. An overview of the weighting scheme is presented
in Supplementary Section 2a.

TFBS model identification modes

To construct TFBS models, ChIPMunk was run four
times: two times (f1) and (f2) with uniform model pos-
itional prior and two times (si) and (do) with informative
model positional prior (see the next section).
Using a weighted set of N sequences as the input data,

ChIPMunk searches for an optimal model in a given range
of gapless local multiple alignment lengths. The
min-to-max (f1) and max-to-min (f2) model length estima-
tion modes were used with the minimum length of 7 bp
and the default maximum length of 25 bp. The maximum
tested alignment length was reduced in a number of cases
when input sequences were not long enough (see details in
Supplementary Section 2e). Supplementary Section 2e also
presents a description of ChIPMunk parameters used
during the TFBS model construction procedure.

Informative model positional priors

It was observed that in TFBS alignments, the positional
information content is often modulated in accordance
with a DNA helix pitch (23). The suggested explanation
is that better aligned nucleotides contact the protein
bound by the major groove (24). Although, there are
proteins binding the minor groove or forming other
types of structural complexes with DNA, binding by the
major groove is the most common (25). This property was
also taken into account in HeliCis (26), where a Gibbs
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sampler was used assuming a periodic prior for spacing
between boxes of double box motif.
For ChIPMunk, we used the single (si) and double box

(do) model positional priors. For a single box, the pos-
itional weights are to be distributed as cos2 (pn/T), where
T=10.5 is the DNA helix pitch, n is the coordinate within
the alignment and the center of the alignment is at n=0.
During the internal cycle of PWM optimization (see
Supplementary Section 2c–d), the PWM column scores
are multiplied by prior values so the columns closer to
the center of the alignment (n=0) receive no score
penalty while the columns around (n=5, 6, �5, �6) con-
tribute much less to the score of the PWM under optimiza-
tion. The single box model prior was used along with the
min-to-max length estimation mode (si). We also used the
double box model prior with a shape prior equal to
sin2(pn/T), which was used to search for possibly longer
double box models in the max-to-min length estimation
mode (do). The presented priors do not cover all possible
arrangements of DNA-protein binding because there are
TFs, which bind with variable spacers between boxes like
P53 or TFs specifically interacting with the DNA minor
groove such as TBP. Thus, the hand curation step is
introduced to select the most reasonable model for each
particular case.

Selection of an appropriate model

In many cases, four ChIPMunk modes yielded convin-
cingly similar resulting models for self-consistent
datasets and well-defined TF binding models (such as
CTCF or REST).
Our ultimate objective was to create a TFBS model col-

lection with low redundancy. So of four TFBS models for
each TF, it was necessary to select the most appropriate
one. The selection procedure was based on the following
ideas. If we got a stable model (identical optimal gapless
multiple local alignments) using two or more ChIPMunk
modes, then we considered this model as obtained in the
simplest possible mode (with the flat shape prior or with
the single box prior whatever was available). When all
modes yielded different models, we selected the mode
having the highest alignment weight (i.e. the total weight
of all sequences included in the resulting alignment) unless
the model built from fewer sequences was closer to known
models from the same TF family or the known consensus
listed in UniProt. When a sequence set was small (no more
than a few dozens of binding sites), we usually selected the
shortest available model containing presumably only core

positions (positions with the high information content) as
the flanking nucleotides are most likely less reliable.

In 25 cases, 2 models were selected for 1 TF
(Supplementary Table S1a). This occurred if the TF was
shown to bind DNA either as a monomer and a
homodimer or as homodimer and heterodimer preferen-
tially with TFs from one particular group having a similar
binding model (according to information listed in
UniProt).

Criteria for the model quality assignment

The resulting models were rated according to their quality;
the ratings were assigned by human curation according
to the following criteria:

(1) Relevant distribution of position-specific information
content over alignment columns, which means a
model LOGO representation displaying well-formed
core positions with a high-information content sur-
rounded by flanking positions with lower informa-
tion content; the information content at flanking
positions decreasing with the distance from the
model core.

(2) ‘Stability’, which means that in more than one of the
ChIPMunk modes, we obtained models with a
similar length, consensus and comparable number
of aligned binding sites, along with a similar shape
of model LOGO representation.

(3) ‘Similarity’ of the model to the binding sequence
consensus for this TF given in the UniProt or
other databases, which means similarity of the
shape of the model LOGO and TFBS lengths to
those of other TFs from the same TF family.

(4) ‘A total number of binding sites’ was also considered
as a quality measure, because a large set of binding
regions (mostly but not limited to ChIP-Seq and
parallel SELEX) implies that there are many obser-
vations of each nucleotide in any position of the
alignment, particularly many observations of
non-consensus nucleotides in core positions. In low-
information content positions, where there is no
strong consensus, all variants have many observa-
tions, so the observed nucleotide frequencies are
less sensitive to fluctuations. If a set had more than
a hundred sequences, we considered it large.
However, sometimes, it was impossible to produce
a model complying with requirements 1–3 even
from a very large set, so we never considered the
volume of the data as a principal criterion.

Table 1. Basic statistics for sequences in each data source

Data source Total No. of sequences Median sequence length (bp) Average sequence length (bp)

TRANSFAC 23 199 24 26
JASPAR 24 692 204 207
Yale ChIP-Seq 96 381 454 656
HudsonAlpha ChIP-Seq 65 081 559 561
Parallel SELEX 19 535 16 16
All other datasets 2655 1000 687
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Model quality assignment

One of six quality rates, from A to F, was assigned to each
model. Model quality rates from A-to-D were assigned to
proteins known to be TFs, including those listed in (27)
with addition of a number of proteins having relevant
models and sufficient evidence to be TFs. Quality A was
assigned to models complying to all four criteria listed in
the section above. Quality B was assigned to models built
from large sequence sets that failed no more than one of
the three remaining criteria. Quality C was assigned to
models built from small sequence sets but (with a
number of specifically marked exceptions) complying
with the three remaining criteria. Quality D models
missed part of the known consensus sequence or had no
clearly significant core positions in the TFBS model.
Quality E (error) was assigned to models for proteins
not convincingly shown to be TFs or to models exhibiting
a non-specific LOGO shape or a wrong consensus
sequence (comparing to known UniProt consensus).
Quality F (failure) was assigned to TFs for which no
reliable model was identified. Details on curation and
quality assignment are provided in Supplementary
Table S1. Full information on TFBS models of different
quality is available on the HOCOMOCO website.

PWM thresholds

For each model, we produced the list of pre-computed
PWM thresholds showing corresponding P-value, that is
a fraction of all 4l words (where l is the word length, i.e.
the PWM width) scoring above the threshold. Such
thresholds allow one to normalize TFBS predictions for
different TFs, so that the same PWM hit rate is expected
in a random sequence (similar to false positive); this is very
convenient for practical purposes. The P-values were
calculated by MACRO-APE software (http://autosome.
ru/macroape/) using the strategy described in (28). For
each predefined P-value level and the corresponding
threshold, we also show the percentage of all aligned
words (finally included in the optimal alignment) scoring
no less than the threshold and the percentage of initial
binding segments (used during motif discovery) having
PWM hits scoring no less than the threshold.

Assessing TFBS recognition quality

In (18), we have provided a comprehensive assessment of
data integration strategy based on different types of con-
ventional low-throughput and ChIP-chip data. ChIP-Seq
data gives many advantages over ChIP-chip, so it is espe-
cially important to check how our pipeline was performing
on such datasets for human TFs. To this end, we used a
strategy similar to that in (29). We selected 36 TFs with
ChIP-Seq data available and their available TFBS models
in TRANSFAC and JASPAR databases. For these TFs,
we produced independent positive control sequence sets
made of up to 1000 ChIP-Seq peaks not involved in esti-
mation of HOCOMOCO model parameters. For a true
positive (TP), we adopted a case when a peak from the
positive control set contained at least one PWM hit
scoring no less than the threshold.

For each PWM, we reordered sequences from the
positive control set according to their maximal PWM hit
scores. The resulting decreasing set of PWM scores was
considered as a set of PWM threshold values, where each
threshold corresponded to a particular TP rate value.
For each PWM threshold, we computed the Ps as the

probability to finding at least one PWM hit with a score
no less than the threshold in a random double-strand
DNA segment of a fixed length L. For L, we selected
the median length of the sequences in the positive
control set for the TF in consideration.
Ps was calculated from the PWM P-value P of obtain-

ing a given score for a random word at the particular
position of a random double-strand DNA sequence
(calculated as in (28), see PWM Thresholds above)
assuming the hits (including overlapping hits) being inde-
pendent and their number complying compound Poisson
distribution:

Ps ¼ 1� ð1� PÞ2ðL�l+1Þ:

To assess the recognition quality of the models, we
plotted a set of receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves showing the TP rate versus the Ps (being estimation
for a false-positive rate) for a set of PWM thresholds
based on the positive control set. ROC curves are given
in Supplementary Section 5. Higher curves correspond to
models with better TFBS recognition quality. To quanti-
tatively estimate model quality, we have calculated
area-under-curve (AUC) values. Thus, for each TF, we
compare HOCOMOCO, JASPAR (when available) and
all appropriate TRANSFAC TFBS models. The AUC
values are presented in Supplementary Table S3. To
compare performances of TRANSFAC, JASPAR and
HOCOMOCO for each TF, we computed the AUC
value for all its models and then divided these values by
the largest AUC value obtained for these models
producing a ratio value. So the best model for each TF
always received the ratio value of 1. The result is displayed
in Figure 1, with TFs ordered according to their increasing
HOCOMOCO AUC ratios.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The HOCOMOCO websites provide initial binding
sequence data (but no binding sites from TRANSFAC),
alignments and position count/weight matrices and
precomputed matrix threshold levels. HOCOMOCO-AD
collection includes 426 binding models of quality A–D for
401 TFs. Twenty-five TFs have TFBS sets described by
two models. For the sake of completeness, we also provide
the E- (55 models) and full- (1896 models for 474 TFs)
collections. The average TFBS length of A–D models is
12 bp. Table 2 shows an overview of the models of differ-
ent quality ratings.
Manual annotation of 18 proteins with F-quality

models reveals 5 TFs with probable sequence-specific
binding, 3 putative TFs and 10 non-TF proteins (see
Supplementary Table S2 for details). In most cases, the
F quality assignment was indeed characteristic for
proteins not binding specifically to DNA and thus
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having no clearly visible DNA recognition preferences.
This agrees with the expectation that no reasonable
model should be obtained when sequences in the dataset
contain no common sequence signal.
At the P-value of 0.0005, models of HOCOMOCO-AD

collection in average recognize more than 80% of words
used to construct PWMs. On average, more than 75% of
the initial sequences have PWM hits above the 0.0005
P-value thresholds.
To check TFBS recognition quality, we have applied the

strategy discussed in Materials and Methods to compare
TRANSFAC and JASPAR TFBS models with
HOCOMOCO based on the independent positive
control set. The AUC values are presented in
Supplementary Table S3. The graphic comparison of
AUC ratios is shown in Figure 1. Suffixes ‘_y’ and ‘_h’
correspond to Yale and HudsonAlpha ChIP-Seq datasets,

respectively. For PAX5, there were two HudsonAlpha
datasets (‘_h’ and ‘_h1’) based on different antibodies.
HOCOMOCO models show better quality in 29 of 39
cases (more than 70%). JASPAR performs the best in a
single case (RXRA). It is notable that TRANSFAC versus
HOCOMOCO comparison shows different results on
Yale versus HudsonAlpha for JUND and GCR TFs. In
almost all cases, TRANSFAC contained several models
that could correspond to different TFBS subtypes, in
such cases only the best model is shown in comparison,
the resulting multiple testing effect in this case favored
performance of TRANSFAC compared with that of
JASPAR or HOCOMOCO.

In more than half of the cases, the manually selected
TFBS models were obtained in two or more ChIPMunk
modes. Thus, theoretically, it is possible to construct an
automated heuristic procedure that would perform similar

Figure 1. Comparison of AUC ratios for TFBS models of JASPAR (green bars), TRANSFAC (red curve) and HOCOMOCO (blue curve) TFBS
models. Value of 1 corresponds to the best model with the highest AUC value. Points on X-axis correspond to control sets for different TFs. Y-axis
shows AUC ratios. If several TFBS models were present in a collection, the best result is shown. Details are given in the text.

Table 2. Overview of the HOCOMOCO TFBS models of different quality ratings

Quality TFs Models Sequences per TF (median) Data sources per TF (median)

A 49 52 2037 2
B 82 87 159.5 2
C 128 139 38.0 1
D 142 148 16.5 1
E 55 55 11.0 1
F 18 — 2047.0 1
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to human curation at least for half of TFs. Still, when
different runs resulted in dissimilar, or similar but not
the same models, the manual curation was necessary to
select an appropriate model. Moreover, in some cases, the
manually selected model corresponded to shorter TFBS
sequences than the stable model, especially when the
sequence set was small.

In most of the cases, it was possible to select models
with similar consensuses and LOGO shapes for TFs from
the same family (e.g. see CEBP, E2F or Sp families;
LOGOs are given in Figure 2). We constructed a
pairwise similarity matrix for HOCOMOCO models of
highest quality (A–C) using Jaccard similarities
computed with the help of MACRO-APE software
(http://autosome.ru/macroape/). The matrix was then
supplied to the UPGMA (30) clustering procedure result-
ing in a hierarchical tree. An interactive representation of
this tree can be used as another way to browse
HOCOMOCO collection. It is notable that several
known families of TFs form tight clusters providing an
indirect validation of our manual curation procedure.

Because many HOCOMOCO models were based on the
sequence sets taken from TRANSFAC only, we addition-
ally demonstrated that all our models are novel in a sense
that they recognize TFBSs different from those detected
by TRANSFAC PWMs. To this end, we computed the
minimal Jaccard distance (1 – similarity) between
HOCOMOCO-AD and TRANSFAC models. The
results (see Supplementary Section 4) demonstrated that
the HOCOMOCO and TRANSFAC models indeed dis-
played some similarity (which one could expect because
they corresponded to the same TFs), but the typical
Jaccard distance between the closest HOCOMOCO and

TRANSFAC models was usually greater than �0.7 at the
PWM P-value of 0.0005. This means that the words
recognized in parallel by the PWM from HOCOMOCO
and the PWM from TRANSFAC at the corresponding
threshold levels amounted to less than 30% of words
recognized by any of two PWMs. There were no PWM
pairs with zero or close to zero distances. The minimal
distance between HOCOMOCO and TRANSFAC
PWM was greater than 0.2 corresponding to more
than 20% of words being recognized by only one of
two PWMs.
The use of priors based on DNA structural properties in

25 cases allowed us to produce 2 distinct high-quality
models, each of which was supported by the ability of a
given TF to bind DNA as monomer or homodimer/
heterodimer. In 31 of 50 cases, we succeeded in obtaining
good quality models from the Yale ChIP-Seq sets profiting
from the base coverage (peak shape) available for this
dataset. It is noteworthy that those models had A/B
quality in 25/6 cases, respectively, no models of C or
D quality, 7 models of E quality and 12 models with
F quality that corresponded mostly to non-TF proteins
(see Supplementary Table S2). For the ChIP-Seq data
with no information on base coverage (HudsonAlpha
ChIP-Seq), we had 14/6/1/2/2/4 of A/B/C/D/E/F quality
models, respectively. Most of the models with A–C quality
had additional data sources.
As one can see from Table 2, the suggested quality

assignment procedure resulted in reasonable ratings
having higher quality models based on a greater number
of data sources. The only exception is the set of F quality
models mostly based on ChIP-Seq data. The possible
reason for this quality assignment is that some of
ChIP-Seq data are related to the non-TF proteins, so
such proteins do not bind DNA in a sequence-specific
manner or bind DNA only in a complex with other
proteins. Other possible explanations for low-quality
ChIP-Seq–based models also include indirect or non-
specific DNA binding of a TF, unknown experimental
bias in a particular ChIP-Seq experiment, and inadequacy
of the gapless local multiple alignment or its PWM repre-
sentation as a TFBS model.
Overall, we have provided a resource that contains

hand-curated TFBS models for human TFs based on
variety of binding data available and using a number of
criteria aimed to increase the quality of resulting models.
Our comparison analysis of models from two other major
TFBS model resources (TRANSFAC and JASPAR) con-
vincingly demonstrates that our strategy and the resulting
models are performing with improved performance
quality in most cases as expected. Thus, HOCOMOCO
represents a useful complement of TRANSFAC and
JASPAR databases.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1–3, Supplementary Sections 1–5
and Supplementary References [31,32].

Figure 2. TFBS model LOGOs for highly similar models within TF
families. LOGOs for selected members of CEBP, E2F and SP
families are given. The Discrete Information Content is used for nu-
cleotide scaling as in (29). Note that in our LOGO representation, the
dominant nucleotides are placed at the bottom enabling easy observing
the sequence of the best scoring binding site.
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